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Abstract

There is an increasing emphasis on securing deep learning (DL) inference pipelines for mobile and IoT applications with privacy-sensitive data. Prior works have shown that privacy-sensitive data can be secured throughout deep learning inferences on cloud-offloaded models through trusted execution environments such as Intel SGX. However, prior solutions do not address the fundamental challenges of securing the resource-intensive inference tasks on low-power, low-memory devices (e.g., mobile and IoT devices), while achieving high performance. To tackle these challenges, we propose SecDeep, a low-power DL inference framework demonstrating that both security and performance of deep learning inference on edge devices are well within our reach. Leveraging TEEs with limited resources, SecDeep guarantees full confidentiality for input and intermediate data, as well as the integrity of the deep learning model and framework. By enabling and securing neural accelerators, SecDeep is the first of its kind to provide trusted and performant DL model inference on IoT and mobile devices. We implement and validate SecDeep by interfacing the ARM NN DL framework with ARM TrustZone. Specifically, in mobile and IoT devices, we should not adopt existing efforts that fail to achieve one or more of these dimensions. Specifically, in mobile and IoT devices, we should not adopt the design from the cloud setting with x86 CPUs to run hundreds of thousands of lines of code entirely in their TEEs (e.g., Intel SGX with 128MB secure memory). Furthermore, DL inference tasks using on-device accelerators have yet to be interfaced with TEEs to optimize security and performance simultaneously. Although some prior efforts design a secure path to use GPUs on desktops or cloud servers, their designs fundamentally fail to provide a solution for embedded GPUs on mobile or IoT devices due to the GPUs’ architectural design difference. For example, desktop or cloud GPUs have their own memories, but embedded GPUs share the memories with CPU.

1 Introduction

Deep learning (DL) has enabled applications that require complex reasoning about the raw sensor data stemming from the proliferous Internet of Things (IoT). Today, with the goal to enhance application latency and user privacy, deep learning tasks are moving towards mobile and IoT devices [27, 28, 31, 43, 44]. However, the increase in performance swells the burden of security and privacy on resource-constrained devices.

To date, several efforts have been made towards designing hardware primitives to achieve better latency and data privacy on mobile and IoT devices. To improve data security and privacy, recent advances in trusted execution environments (TEEs) (e.g., ARM TrustZone [5]), as a secure area in the processor, have provided an opportunity to revisit the security mechanisms protecting on-device computation and private user information. For optimized processing latency, one can leverage on-device accelerators (e.g., ARM Mali GPU) to provide significantly better inference performance than on-device processors (e.g., ARM Cortex CPU). Our benchmark in §2.2 shows that the accelerators can improve the inference latency by more than two orders of magnitude.

Realizing the promises of better latency and data privacy using the above techniques is easier said than done. The low-power/low-memory IoT setting creates unique challenges that existing solutions do not address: (1) When securing the computation on mobile and IoT devices with TEEs, we should minimize the trusted computing base (TCB) to reduce the attack surface [37]. (2) When performing inference computation, we should enable on-device accelerators for better performance as mobile CPUs are not as performant even with the model compression techniques [17, 19]. Unfortunately, existing efforts have failed to achieve one or more of these dimensions. Specifically, in mobile and IoT devices, we should not adopt the design from the cloud setting with x86 CPUs to run hundreds of thousands of lines of code entirely in their TEEs (e.g., Intel SGX with 128MB secure memory). Furthermore, DL inference tasks using on-device accelerators have yet to be interfaced with TEEs to optimize security and performance simultaneously.

In this paper, we address these fundamental limitations by presenting SecDeep. SecDeep aims to achieve secure and performant DL inference on mobile and IoT devices by combining the best of both worlds—securing the GPU-accelerated inference with ARM TrustZone. Specifically, SecDeep protects data confidentiality during the entire on-device DL inference process, from the digitization of the raw sensor data until obtaining the inference results from accelerators. With ARM TrustZone, we extend the guarantees to the integrity of the inference model and the underlying computation...
in the accelerator. SecDeep demonstrates that we can adequately
secure GPU-accelerated DL inference frameworks on edge devices.

In designing SecDeep, there are several technical challenges to
tackle. First, we must minimize the TCB size and the secure
memory usage of (potentially) large DL inference models while
not significantly degrading the performance or utility. This first
challenge implies that we need to identify a portion of the DL
model inference frameworks that can reside outside of the TEE
while being able to leverage available accelerators. (2) Second, if we
are to run a portion of the DL model inference framework outside
of the TEE, we must ensure the integrity of the associated code. (3)
Finally, we must further ensure the confidentiality of any data that
needs to be passed this code residing outside of the TEE. We tackle
these challenges as follows:

• **DL model computation split:** to reduce the TCB size of the DL
  inference model, we split the model computation base into a con-
  fidential computing base and a nonconfidential computing base.
The confidential computing base is comprised of any code that
interacts with the plaintext input data, e.g., matrix multiplication
in a convolutional layer of a deep learning model. The noncon-
fidential computing base is comprised of any code that does
not need to interact with the plaintext tensor data, e.g., GPU
configuration code.

• **Runtime integrity checker inside TEE:** to verify any parts of the
  model and related code running in the untrusted environment,
we utilize code signing. At compilation time, our enhanced compi-
l er will sign the nonconfidential computing base with crypto-
graphic hashing. When the model is loaded, the integrity checker
sanitizes any access request to the nonconfidential computing
base to preserve integrity.

• **Secure runtime data management:** although the nonconfidential
  code and data are exposed to the untrusted OS, the data are
adequately encrypted when they go outside of the TEE. SecDeep
adopts similar techniques from [7, 46] in which the kernel page
table is treated as a user-space process page table to protect the
code’s integrity. SecDeep uses Format-Preserving Encryption
(FPE) to hide the values of the data.

We implement SecDeep prototype using an IoT development
board (HiKey 960) equipped with ARM TrustZone TEE and interface
it with an embedded Mali G71 GPU through the ARM NN SDK. We
minimize the TCB of the ARM NN framework from 232K sLoC to 1K
sLoC. Our evaluation shows that SecDeep achieves 16× to 172× bet-
ter inference latency than non-accelerator-based solutions for a rep-
resentative set of on-device deep learning models (SqueezeNet [21],
MobileNet V1 [20], MobileNet V2 [35], GoogleNet [36], YoloTiny [34],
ResNet50 [18], and Inception [22]). Compared to unsecure GPU-
based acceleration, SecDeep introduces 3× to 5× latency overhead
as the cost for security.

**Contributions and roadmap.** We make the following contribu-
tions in this paper.

• We present SecDeep, the first system to our knowledge that
  provides secure and private deep learning model inference for
  mobile and IoT devices. (§3)

• We develop a technique to minimize the TCB of ARM TrustZone
  via proper DL computation split and ensure the integrity of the
code and the associated split through secure bootup. (§4)

• We show how SecDeep can maintain the performance of DL
  inference on the edge by securely interfacing on-device acceler-
ators with TEEs. (§5)

• We implement SecDeep for ARM-enabled mobile/IoT devices
  by interfacing the ARM TrustZone TEE with the ARM NN deep
learning computation framework. We minimize the TCB of the
ARM NN from 232K sLoC to ~1K sLoC. (§6)

• We evaluate SecDeep on a representative set of deep learning
  inference models and demonstrate that deep learning on the
  edge can be secure and performant. (§7)

2 Background and Motivation

We begin by discussing the components of deep learning inference
frameworks on mobile and IoT devices. We then describe the state-
of-the-art hardware primitives to secure the computation on these
devices and the limitations of a strawman solution that directly use
these primitives to secure DL inference tasks.

2.1 DL Inference Framework on Mobile and IoT Devices

Due to the high demand for edge computing needs resulting from
data privacy, network latency, and network bandwidth concerns,
the most popular deep learning frameworks provide support to run
deep learning model inferences at the edge directly from the raw
input sensor data. For example, Caffe2, PyTorch, and TensorFlow
Lite provide developers with an efficient way to perform deep learn-
ing inference at the edge before sending them to the cloud. More
generic platforms, such as ARM NN, have emerged from hardware
vendors, allowing the aforementioned deep learning frameworks to
target common platforms with the same underlying computation
base. ARM NN currently supports both Caffe and Tensorflow for a more
generic optimized performance on ARM devices. These
frameworks expose a common design: a framework composed of a
neural network parser along with computation libraries that are
optimized for specific operating systems such as Android [2] or
iOS [3].

**Neural network parser.** Most on-device deep learning frame-
works consist of a neural network parser [6]. Given a model that
is generated using a supported framework such as Caffe or Ten-
sorflow, the parser compiles the model into a graph representation
that interfaces with the underlying computation libraries. This
graph is constructed in a way that can be optimized for the backend
execution.

**Computation optimization.** On-device deep learning frameworks
also typically have backend execution frameworks to optimally ex-
cute the associated neural network graph representations depend-
ing on the available computation resources. For example, in ARM
NN, if multiple backends are available simultaneously, the graph
will be established such that multi-computing can be achieved ef-
ciently. The resource optimizer validates the correctness of the
input model and optimizes the resources needed for the model. It
can remove redundant operations, reshape the data if necessary,
reorder the graph constructed by the parser, and determine which
acceleration methods to use.
Although software-based cryptographic mechanisms allow for the protection and sanitization of this digitized data on edge devices, the data can still be leaked either prior to being encrypted or at the time of computation when the data are decrypted. To protect the computation, most mainstream CPU manufacturers provide hardware-assisted TEEs. For example, Intel provides secure guard extensions (Intel SGX) to establish per-application TEE, and AMD also provides secure execution environments (Secure Encrypted Virtualization) to protect the application’s data confidentiality. However, the most popular trusted execution environment that provides access protection to peripherals on mobile/IoT devices is ARM TrustZone.

**Trusted execution environments.** Trusted execution environments (TEEs) are hardware protection mechanisms that isolate the memory into secure memory and unsecure memory. The secure memory can only be accessed by privileged code running inside the TEE while any code can implicitly access the unsecure memory. In ARM TrustZone, the secure memory code resides in secure memory—referred to as the Secure World (SW), whose high privilege is designated by setting a special ARM instruction SMC. The unsecure code resides in unsecure memory—referred to as the Normal World (NW). The context switch between SW and NW is done through a Secure Monitor (SM).

Although one may trivially assume that computation for a large model such as a deep learning model could be placed within the secure world of a TEE, we discuss several reasons why this is a strawman solution.

**2.3 Strawman Solution on Secure Inference**

A straightforward approach to provide data confidentiality and code integrity for DL inference tasks is to put the entire deep learning framework inside the trusted execution environment. While this sounds a feasible solution, there are two fundamental design flaws associated with it:

- **Excessive secure memory usage on accelerator-enabled DL inference:** Mobile and IoT devices are typically memory constrained on the order of up to a few Gigabytes. Secure memory is generally limited to tens of Megabytes per application as the initial allocation is deducted from the normal operating system’s unsecure memory allocation. For example, in ARM TrustZone, the memory configuration is done at boot time, so the more secure memory, the less unsecure memory for an already resource-constrained device. In this paper, we follow the lead of prior works [1] and allocate only tens of Megabytes of secure memory to provide the same level of protection—limiting the feasibility of running large deep learning inference models within secure memory. For instance, Figure 1 shows the maximum memory consumption of running different Caffe models on an ARM device using ARM NN. Without any GPU acceleration, the smallest model (SqueezeNet) consumes 28 MB of memory. With accelerators enabled, the memory consumption for a model inference could shoot up to 821MB. Note that, without accelerators, the performance of on-device deep learning inference will be degraded by several orders of magnitude—as depicted in Figure 2.

- **Large trusted computing base that increases attack surface:** Table 1a shows that deep learning frameworks could bring hundreds of thousand lines of code. If the whole framework is placed inside TEE, the total trusted computing base (TCB) size will be tremendously large and introduce unnecessary attack surfaces. Upon analysis of the ARM NN deep learning inference framework as shown in Table 1b, we found that, without acceleration, typically 90.2% of the framework code is for tensor computation preparation or for performance optimization, and only about 9.8% is dedicated to mathematical tensor computation that changes the values of the input tensor data and yields the values of the output tensors. With acceleration enabled, the computation and preparation code makes up about 99% of the code. Furthermore, the output of the computation preparation and the performance optimization code only depends on the size of the input rather than the values of the input. Thus, our design aims to leverage the hardware-assisted execution environment to reduce the TCB size while still sanitizing the access to accelerators with high security level by only putting the tensor value computation code inside the TEE while leaving the tensor preparation code, the resource configuration code, and the optimization code outside of TEE.
Figure 3. The system model of SecDeep. We aim to secure DL model inferencing on IoT edge devices that are enabled with a TEE and possibly on-device accelerators.

3 Overview

In this section, we describe the scope and workflow of SecDeep before discussing the main technical challenges and insights.

3.1 Problem Scope

System Model. SecDeep is a general secure framework residing on mobile and IoT devices (e.g., IoT gateway) to protect deep learning inference tasks, as shown in Figure 3. We assume the devices are enabled with hardware support for TEEs as well as on-device neural accelerators. We further assume that the DL model provider puts no effort on ensuring the confidentiality of the DL model and its underlying computation framework, e.g., the model may be a publicly available DL model such as SqueezeNet with an open-source computation framework such as ARM NN. To verify the integrity of the DL models in SecDeep, we expect the provider to supply the hashes of the authentic models using cryptographic hash functions (e.g., SHA-3). During inference tasks, SecDeep is designed to achieve (1) user data integrity and confidentiality, (2) the integrity of deployed DL models, and (3) the integrity of supporting codebase, e.g., TensorFlow Lite, ARM NN.

We envision IoT device vendors and IoT cloud operators being early adopters of such a framework, given the supporting evidence that inference tasks are being pushed closer to the edge. As such, we consider two system scenarios to deploy SecDeep. (1) In the first scenario, an IoT cloud backend needs the inference information from a mobile or IoT device on the edge. The backend sends the request to the edge devices, and the edge device only returns the final inference output from SecDeep instead of the raw, potentially large sensor information to preserve user privacy and reduce network latency. (2) The second system scenario is a mobile or IoT edge device that needs to perform end-to-end local inferencing without needing to access or share any information with the IoT cloud backend. With this system model, we now consider the threat model for SecDeep.

Threat Model: SecDeep considers a strong adversary that aims to compromise the operating systems in order to intrude, forge, and modify the inference tasks, as well as to steal user data from the non-protected processes. Thus, we cannot trust any part of the software stack—including the OS—that resides outside of a TEE. As other concurrent efforts that offload computations to the TEEs [7, 26, 46], we assume the trustworthiness of a TEE since our scope is on how to efficiently leverage TEEs to secure accelerator-enabled DL inference computation. Thus, the mitigation and prevention of side-channel attacks, denial-of-service attacks, and cyber-physical attacks are outside the scope of this paper. Given the system and threat models of SecDeep, we then summarize the goals of its design.

Goals: SecDeep aims to protect data confidentiality during inference, starting from the digitization of the raw sensor data until obtaining the inference results. This protection implies that the confidentiality of any intermediate, generated metadata will also be protected. Further, SecDeep aims to ensure the integrity of the inference code and the associated model. Finally, SecDeep aims to utilize a minimal trusted computing base size with reasonable inference latency and energy consumption while incurring no inference accuracy loss. We illustrate how these design goals are achieved by walking through the SecDeep workflow.

3.2 SecDeep Workflow

Figure 4 shows the architecture overview of SecDeep. At a high-level, SecDeep can be broken down into three steps: (1) transforming the deep learning inference computation base for trusted execution, (2) secure, confidential, and performant execution of the deep learning inference model, and (3) securing the inference results.

1. DL model computation transformation for trusted execution: To identify which components of the DL inference code and data should reside within the TEE, we first split the deep learning libraries into two parts: a confidential computing base that executes in a TEE, and a nonconfidential computing base that executes in the untrusted execution environment. Generally, any code that only requires access to tensor metadata, e.g., tensor shapes, rather than the plaintext tensor data, will be designated to the nonconfidential computing base. Otherwise, the code will be designated as confidential. The confidential and nonconfidential computation base are annotated at a functional level with preprocessor directives to enforce this computation split at compile-time (as is done in Figure 5a). Given a split computation base, the SecDeep system is initialized through a secure boot that ensures the integrity of...
the entire SecDeep code base \cite{4} as well the confidentiality of the designated code. With a secure boot in place, we can now describe how SecDeep handles the aforementioned split computation base at runtime.

2. Secure execution: After SecDeep properly loads the framework code, SecDeep starts to load user data and perform inference tasks in the following steps.

- First, the user data (e.g., sensor data) are securely loaded into the TEE via protected drivers. Thus, the confidentiality and integrity of the data are guaranteed.

- Second, once the data are inside the TEE, SecDeep’s data manager decides if any nonconfidential code or data needs to be exported to the nonconfidential computing base due to memory footprint limitation. When some data are set to be exported, SecDeep encrypts them inside the TEE to ensure confidentiality.

- Third, to perform the inference, the nonconfidential computing base uses encrypted data with the model parameters for the current neural network layer to configure the tensor information and send it back to the confidential computing base. Inside the TEE, SecDeep then decrypts the data and begins executing the current layer collaboratively using a protected accelerator (e.g., an embedded GPU). After the results have been computed for the current layer, SecDeep will repeat the same procedure until the inference process is complete.

3. Secure output: Because the inference process up until the output is secure and confidential, securing the output is trivial, e.g., the results can be signed or encrypted before being sent back to the requester. Therefore, we focus on the challenges and design of the first two components of the SecDeep framework.

3.3 Challenges and Key Insights

Given this workflow, we highlight the key design challenges and our associated approach for each.

Challenge 1: Managing the TCB size for the TEE. Performance with limited secure memory is constrained. SecDeep needs to use limited secure memory to provide protections for the input data along with any data generated throughout the inference process while providing a performant deep learning inference framework. SecDeep utilizes Format-Preserving Encryption (FPE) along with an on-demand table to fulfill this requirement, as described in Section 5.2. Although the on-demand table requires more memory, our experiments show that it significantly reduces the necessity for encryption and decryption of often-used values and, thus, significantly reduces overhead.

Challenge 2: Ensuring code integrity outside of the TEE. Any code cannot be modified by the compromised OS after it is loaded into memory outside of the TEE. SecDeep treats the kernel page table as a user-space process page table. This allows SecDeep to forward every modification from the kernel page table after the system boots up to the TEE to ensure the integrity of the inference code running outside of the TEE as described in Section 5.1.

Challenge 3: Ensuring data confidentiality outside of the TEE. Because some of the code, i.e., the nonconfidential computing base, will reside outside of the TEE, there is an inherent risk when computing with confidential data. Because this code only requires information about the properties of the confidential data, e.g., data size, the TEE generates a placeholder value for the confidential tensor data. In particular, SecDeep uses format-preserving encryption (FPE) to generate encrypted data with the same size and length as the plaintext tensor data.

4 Transforming Inference Computation for Secure Execution

We now describe the design of the first major component of the SecDeep workflow. We describe how the deep learning computation base is split into confidential and nonconfidential codes. We then explain how SecDeep ensures the integrity of the code and the associated split at bootup.

4.1 Splitting Deep Learning Computing Base

As discussed in Section 2, placing the entire DL inference computation framework within a TEE is infeasible and only increases the attack surface of the TEE. Thus, given a DL inference computation framework, we need to identify a minimal set of code that needs to be protected inside TEE. In this case, we aim to protect only code that is designated as confidential. This code will be annotated at development time so that it can be separated from the nonconfidential code at compile-time and loaded into the TEE.
Deep learning confidential computing base. To minimize the code running inside TEE, we design the confidential computing base to be composed of the deep learning inference computation that requires access to the unencrypted, plaintext values of the tensor data. For example, Figure 5a shows a snippet of code for different activation functions for a neural network. The functions require access to the tensor values (Line 10) to calculate the activation output for the next layer of the neural network. The variable \texttt{inputTensor} cannot be replaced by any placeholder value without losing the fidelity of the original computation. However, as per Section 2, we find that this confidential base typically makes up a very small percentage of the overall computation base. Line 2 also shows an example of how a developer may annotate a function as confidential with a preprocessor directive ([\texttt{CONFIDENTIAL}])

Deep learning nonconfidential computing base. Any code that does not require access to the plaintext, unencrypted tensor data is designated as nonconfidential and will reside outside of the TEE in the untrusted software stack. For example, Figure 5b shows a snippet of code that observes the input tensor shape and configures the GPU accordingly. The only interaction with the confidential variable \texttt{inputTensor} involves extracting the variable dimensions and data type on Lines 5 and 6. The GPU configuration call does not require access to the tensor values. Therefore, this code can easily be refactored such that the tensor data is replaced with a placeholder variable that has arbitrary values with the same shape, size, and data type. This maintains the fidelity of the original function and would not compromise the integrity of the overall computation.

Despite this code being designated as nonconfidential, its integrity is still imperative to the overall computation base. We describe how we maintain its integrity in Section 5.1. Before doing so, an underlying assumption is that SecDeep’s base confidentiality enforcement mechanism, along with the peripherals, has been secured upon booting the system. We describe how a secure path can be established from sensor peripherals to accelerators in the following subsection.

4.2 Securing the Path from Sensor Peripherals to Accelerators

SecDeep needs to create a secure path such that the raw sensor data along with any generated, intermediate metadata are protected when interfacing with accelerators. To achieve such protections, SecDeep utilizes the properties of TEE to disable access to the protected sensors and accelerators from the untrusted OS. SecDeep configures the memory-mapped IO addresses of the sensors and accelerators into the secure memory of TEE such that, upon booting up, those TEE-protected memory-mapped IO addresses can only be accessed by the privileged code inside TEE, but not the untrusted OS. For example, in ARM TrustZone, if the memory-mapped IO addresses for the sensors are configured as secure memory addresses before the system boots, any access to those addresses from the untrusted will be trapped to a higher level execution (i.e., Boot Loader Stage 3 (BL3)) through exceptions, and the secure world in the ARM TrustZone is able to decide whether such access requests should be granted or not.

5 Secure and Performant Inference Execution with Accelerators

In this section, we describe how the SecDeep secure runtime provides runtime protection for the entire deep learning inference framework. SecDeep collaboratively works with the data stack to serve as secure storage outside of TEE when any datum is exchanged between the TEE and the untrusted execution environment. The SecDeep secure runtime is comprised of two major components: a runtime integrity checker and a data manager. To enable both components, we later detail the secure API exposed by SecDeep that facilitates the confidential data exchange between trusted and untrusted computing bases. The corresponding data sanitization of the secure runtime enables SecDeep to securely leverage available accelerators without leaking private data.

5.1 Runtime Integrity Checker

To confirm the integrity of the code running in the deep learning nonconfidential computing base as well as the deep learning model, we design a checker located inside of the TEE for verification. The key intuition of the integrity checker’s design is the verification of the hash value of both the model and the code in a trusted mode. The integrity checker works together with an enhanced compiler that signs the nonconfidential computing base code at compilation time to make sure the integrity is preserved when loading the code and the model. After the code and the model have been loaded, the integrity checker sanitizes any access request to the memory of the nonconfidential computing base to make sure the untrusted OS cannot modify the code in the nonconfidential computing base after the secure boot. This sanitization is enforced by trapping the modification of the kernel page table into a higher-level model such as BL3 in ARM. We next describe the design details of the integrity checking mechanisms for both the nonconfidential computing base code and the associated DL model.

Nonconfidential computing base code integrity. To detect the code integrity before any code is loaded into the memory of the nonconfidential computing base, we first modify the associated compiler to hash the nonconfidential computing base code running outside of the TEE. To hash the code at compilation time, the compiler identifies what code belongs to the nonconfidential deep learning computing base by excluding any code that has been annotated as confidential (e.g., Figure 5a). The extracted nonconfidential computing base is then hashed accordingly at compile time. At runtime, SecDeep’s integrity checking service temporarily stores the hash value into the secure memory using any key exchange algorithm (e.g., as Diffie–Hellman algorithm). The integrity checker then allocates memory regions for the nonconfidential computing base. After the code has been loaded, the integrity checker computes the hash of the loaded code and compares it with the hash value supplied at compilation time to verify the code’s integrity.

To ensure that the integrity of the loaded code is protected from the modifications by the untrusted OS during execution time, we hide the code pages from the OS kernel—as depicted in Figure 6. We first configure all kernel page tables to be read-only during the aforementioned secure boot. At runtime, if the OS needs to modify a kernel page table, e.g., modifying the page table base registers (PTBR) in ARM, such a request will be trapped into the TEE. Within the TEE, SecDeep’s integrity checker will ensure that the page table modification will not result in mapping a kernel page.
table into a nonconfidential computing base memory regions via a table walking attack [10, 23].

In this scenario, another potential attack is to swap the page table with a compromised one such that the nonconfidential computing base code will be accessed through the new kernel page table. To protect against such attacks, SecDeep disables the base registers that modify the kernel page table by removing the page swapping instructions and trapping the write instructions into TEE. SecDeep then checks the access to ensure that the new page table will be mapped into sensitive memory regions when a new kernel module has been loaded. Although similar approaches have been used in prior works [7, 46], these approaches need additional mechanisms to perform data confidentiality verification at the same time. Because SecDeep has pre-processed the data confidentiality issue, we simplify their approach to obtain better performance with the same level of security.

Finally, SecDeep needs to make sure the exception handler outside of the TEE is not able to make modifications to the kernel page table when an exception has been trapped by a higher privileged code. Similar to its code integrity protection techniques, SecDeep modifies the exception handler such that any exceptions will be trapped and forwarded to the TEE. The TEE will examine the code to ensure that the code does not contain any modifications in the memory regions from either the nonconfidential computing base or the secure buffer. If the exception does not violate the code’s integrity check, the exception will be returned back to the untrusted TEE. The saved registers will be restored for further execution. However, if an exception contains any modifications to the sensitive regions, the exceptions will never be returned and the user will be notified of the malicious behavior.

**Deep learning inference model integrity.** Although the deep learning inference model will reside in the same untrusted memory as the nonconfidential computing base, the design of the integrity checking mechanism will require a slightly different approach. As per our system model, we assume that the provided model will be stored in the storage media or may be downloaded from the internet. In either case, we assume that we will also be provided a hash of the authentic model using cryptographic hash functions. Thus, SecDeep’s integrity checker focuses only on detecting the model’s integrity and not the protection of the model before it is loaded in memory. However, if one wants to protect the model from being modified in a future implementation, secure communication can be established with the cloud through a TEE [12].

Further, since our system model does not require the DL model to be confidential—as well as the aforementioned constraints of secure memory, SecDeep loads the model in the nonconfidential computing base outside of the TEE. Instead of verifying the integrity of the DL model against its hashed value within the TEE, SecDeep utilizes a mechanism provided by the TEE to set up a read-only (nonconfidential) buffer for the non-TEE code—while the TEE code has read and write privileges to the buffer. To ensure a secure buffer design, we take a similar approach as the nonconfidential computing base and hide the memory region from the untrusted OS kernel. In particular, we change the mapping from the kernel page table to the buffer region.

Given the secure buffer design, SecDeep’s integrity checking service computes the hash of the model and passes the signature to the nonconfidential computing base through the read-only buffer.

When the model is loaded, the nonconfidential computing base checks whether it has been verified by the integrity checker.

**5.2 Data Management**

The final component of SecDeep’s secure runtime is the data manager, which primarily manages the confidential data communication between the deep learning nonconfidential computing base and the secure memory inside the TEE. In particular, SecDeep’s data manager is responsible for providing the associated data sanitization by replacing the raw data with encrypted data that has the same dimensions—as shown in the sample snippet in Figure 5b. Further, if the secure memory is running low, the data manager is also responsible for encrypting any data that needs to be stored outside of the TEE in the untrusted data stack. Hence, the data manager design has two requirements. First, the original data’s confidentiality cannot be leaked. This means that the attackers cannot reverse engineer any secrets from the supplied encrypted data. The second requirement is that the dimensions of the original data must be the same as the supplied data. To satisfy these needs, SecDeep uses a format-preserving encryption (FPE) [9] function to sanitize the data. FPE encrypts the plaintext value of each basic element of the tensor data while ensuring the dimensions of the data are retained. For example, if the tensor data represents an array of integers, the FPE encrypts every integer of the array to create an array of encrypted integers. This array has the same length and data size as the plaintext tensor data array.

However, if we simply encrypt and decrypt the data using FPE whenever there is a context exchange between the trusted and untrusted execution environments, this implies that the total computation for every confidential value will be doubled, i.e., the data will need to be encrypted when exiting the TEE and decrypted upon entry. A prior study [26] confirmed that there is indeed a large overhead incurred from such frequent swapping. Hence, to provide efficient swapping, SecDeep utilizes a table inside the TEE to maintain the mapping of encrypted data to the raw data. This method will ensure the “decryption” time to be constant, i.e., it will have a complexity of O(1) by simply referring to the table if the encrypted datum has been created. If an encrypted datum is designated to enter to the TEE from the untrusted execution environment, SecDeep’s data manager first refers to the table to retrieve the original plaintext datum. If the datum cannot be found in the table, the data manager performs a decryption method to obtain the original raw datum. This table-mapping approach is summarized in

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
**Figure 7.** The sanitization procedures of the confidential raw data before leaving the TEE. The shaded areas are trusted. The plain datum is first encrypted using FPE (1 2), then the encrypted datum is stored as the key in the on-demand table with the plaintext datum as the value (3 4 5 6). The sanitized datum is then delivered to the nonconfidential computing base (6).

**On-demand table maintenance.** As discussed, the table will inevitably require extra usage of secure memory. There are a couple of optimizations SecDeep adopts to reduce the extra secure memory consumption. First, SecDeep’s data manager is to only maintain an entry as long as it is needed. An entry is created when the raw datum needs to leave the TEE. When the raw datum is encrypted and exfiltrated, a count of the datum entry increase by one (starting from zero). When the datum is returned into the TEE to be encrypted, the counter is decreased by one. If the count becomes zero, the entry is removed from the table. Second, if the secure memory is full, SecDeep’s data manager unit uses a cache evicting algorithm (e.g., least frequently used) to release more memory and move the encrypted data outside of the TEE. When one layer’s computation is finished, all of the intermediate data will be destroyed unless they are needed for the next layer, which will be indicated by the on-demand computing base results.

The traditional implementation of the table data structure usually reserves enough space at initiation time and increases the size by copying the existing table into a larger memory chunk. Due to the constraints of the secure memory, we design an *on-demand* table mechanism to save the mapping of the decrypted data. Inspired by traditional kernel OS design, we design SecDeep’s on-demand table to be segmented into small chunks by having a multi-level table (3 5). The table entry will only be created when data needs to be stored but does not need to reserve a large space at the initiation time like the traditional table, which is able to ultimately save secure memory usage, and this design also does not require a large consecutive memory if the key-pairs are large.

**5.3 Confidential Data Exchange through Secure API**

As depicted in Section 3.2, SecDeep’s secure API enables confidential data exchange between various components of SecDeep, including those residing both inside and outside of the TEE. Table 2 summarizes the five secure API functions exposed by SecDeep. The API is split into two categories: 1) computing base API that enables the communication between the confidential and nonconfidential computing bases, and 2) the internal API that enables the communication between SecDeep’s data stack and secure runtime.

**Computing base API.** The computing base API calls are used to send tensor information between the confidential computing base and the nonconfidential computing base. For instance, Figure 8a provides a sample code snippet for a secure API request from the nonconfidential computing base to the confidential computing base. Once the nonconfidential computing base has configured the input tensor and the resource requests to use a GPU, the code in the nonconfidential computing base will call c_output_result(layer) (Line 10) to pass the results to the confidential computing base via SecDeep’s secure runtime data manager using a secure buffer.

**Internal APIs.** The internal API is used to exchange the data stored on the data stack in the untrusted execution environment with the data in SecDeep’s secure runtime. For example, Figure 8b shows a sample code snippet of the integrity checker verifying and signing the deep learning model. The secure function _i_model_load(model) is called to load the model from the data stack (Line 4). The API is designed to use secure monitor code (SMC) to establish a secure buffer such that a malicious OS cannot modify the contents as described in Section 5.1 by properly hiding the memory region from the kernel page table.

**6 Implementation**

In this section, we discuss how we prototype the design of SecDeep.
We leverage ARM NN and ARM Compute Library to provide the secure API. We implement the data manager inside OP-TEE. Table 3 summarizes the 3.9K lines of code for the implementation.

6.3 Secure Runtime
We build the secure runtime inside ARM TrustZone using both OP-TEE OS and ARM Trusted Firmware (ATF). The OP-TEE OS is responsible for processing the model integrity checking. The ATF traps all of the kernel page table modifications and computes the code hashing. The ATF is also responsible for checking whether the kernel modification will map to a memory region that holds nonconfidential computing base code and data and the secure buffer.

**Integrity checker.** We implement the runtime integrity checker for both the deep learning model and the code inside the nonconfidential computing base. We implement an MD5 hash mechanism inside OP-TEE to compute whether the model has been tampered with while loading it onto the inference framework.

For the nonconfidential computing base code integrity checker, we first modify the Linux kernel page table entry functions such as clear_pte_bit() and set_pte() so that, every time these functions are called, they will be trapped to Boot Loader Stage 3 (BL3) through SMC. When the BL3 handler functions in ATF receive such requests, the BL3 handler functions determine which request they need to handle. If the OS tries to load code into the nonconfidential computing base, the BL3 handler functions use SHA1 to compute the hash of the code and compare it with the compiler-supplied hash. If the kernel page table modification request should not load the code into nonconfidential computing base, the BL3 handler functions walk through all of the page tables to ensure that the modification does not map to the nonconfidential computing base nor the secure buffer.

**Offline signature generation for nonconfidential computing base code through the LLVM compiler.** To generate the signature for the nonconfidential computing-based code, we extract any code that was not designated as confidential using the aforementioned annotations. We modified the LLVM compiler such that during the code emission stage, when the LLVM compiler detects the confidential designation, it computes the hashing for the code block for that function. We use a SHA-1 hashing algorithm to do the hashing computing and verification for the instructions within the designated code blocks. We then sign the hash values and store the signature into the data segment of the program. The program is later loaded into secure memory for verification.

6.3.1 Data Manager. We implement the runtime data manager inside OP-TEE. We use Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with Counter (CTR) mode as the format-preserving encryption (FEP) method because AES-CTR provides the same length of the output as the input. We also implement a two-level table for our on-demand hash table, where the key is the encrypted data and the value is the plaintext data. We maintain the table using the least frequently used (LFU) mechanism. We also evaluate different maximum table size values allowed before adding a new entry in the next section.
Table 4. Benchmark models used for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Model Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SqueezeNet</td>
<td>5 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet V1</td>
<td>17.1 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet V2</td>
<td>14.4 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogleNet</td>
<td>28.3 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolo Tiny</td>
<td>65.6 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>102.5 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception BN</td>
<td>137.8 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. The overall latency introduced by SecDeep and the comparison with CPU acceleration and GPU acceleration.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we will discuss how we evaluate SecDeep with various parameters to show that (1) SecDeep achieves secure DL model inferencing with superb latency (e.g., 172× better than CPU) via secure GPU acceleration, and (2) incurs only a minimal TCB size and computation/energy overhead.

Benchmark Models. Our implementation of SecDeep supports Caffe models. Thus, we chose to evaluate popular Caffe models with varying size as listed in Table 4. We first chose 3 popular, lightweight (less than 20 MB) models: SqueezeNet [21], MobileNet V1 [20], and MobileNet V2 [35]. We then evaluated 2 medium weight (less than 100 MB) models: GoogleNet [36] and Yolo Tiny [34]. Finally, we used 2 heavy weight (greater than 100 MB) models: ResNet50 [18] and Inception BN [22]. These are a representative set of on-device models with varying capabilities.

Trusted Computing Base Size. Based on our implementation, the current TCB size is 1015 sLoC, where 901 sLoC comes from OP-TEE and 114 sLoC comes from ARM NN. Compared to the total computing base size 232K of ARM NN, SecDeep has provided a tiny TCB size. All of the GPU kernel code resides outside of the TEE because the kernel code is only configured by the CPU.

7.1 Inference Latency

We run inferencing experiments for all of our benchmark models at least 10 times to measure the average latency using 16MB of secure memory. This is a sufficient amount of memory to support the minimal TCB within the TEE (OP-TEE’s kernel is typically a few MB) as well as an on-demand table with 1M entries.

Overall latency. We run the inference experiments for each model using SecDeep with GPU acceleration, unsecure GPU acceleration, SecDeep with CPU acceleration, unsecure CPU acceleration, and no acceleration. We compute the average inference latency for each model and summarize the results in Figure 9. Our experiment shows that, although SecDeep with GPU acceleration is slower than unsecure GPU acceleration, it is still comparable to unsecure CPU acceleration and SecDeep with GPU acceleration—it is even faster than unsecure CPU acceleration for the Inception BN model. Most importantly, SecDeep is significantly faster than the case where no acceleration is enabled. This result also shows that the inference latency is not fully proportional to the size of the model. For example, MobileNet V2 is only about one-fifth of Yolo Tiny’s model size, but MobileNet V2’s inference latency is slower than Yolo Tiny. This is because MobileNet V2 generates more intermediate computations.

Results and Analysis. We further break down the overhead of SecDeep introduced for different layers of a deep learning model. As shown in Figure 11, we accounted for the overhead in each of SqueezeNet’s layers. The results show that the overhead of SecDeep mainly comes from TrustZone execution, i.e., the world context switch time and the encryption. Furthermore, the first few layers have higher overhead than the last several layers. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the last few layers generate less intermediate data and because the cached table hit rate is high. Further, the overhead of SecDeep is not completely proportional to the size of the tensor input of each layer. For example, if the input tensor size of fire4 and the input tensor size of fire3 are both 55×55×128, but the latency of fire4 is significantly smaller than the latency of fire3. These results also demonstrate that future optimizations could focus on how to store the values of the encrypted data in a table such that the table hit rate can be high enough to benefit the overall performance.
We evaluate the model loading time using and without SecDeep. Although the table is dynamically created, we observed that some possible side-channel vulnerabilities are diminished in terms of the attacking deep learning execution on the edge—where both the data confidentiality and accuracy can be guaranteed from the sensor digitization to the DL results via TEEs. Since SecDeep does not trust the operating system, any attacks that can maliciously obtain privileged access to the OS (e.g., CVE-2018-8781, CVE-2018-14634,CVE-2019-8635, and CVE-2019-1159) are diminished in terms of the attacking deep learning execution on the edge—where both the data confidentiality and accuracy can be guaranteed from the sensor digitization to the DL results via TEEs. However, one of the assumptions SecDeep makes is that the TEE is always secure and trusted. Possible side-channel vulnerabilities...
for TEEs may hinder the assumptions of SecDeep. can diminish the protections of SecDeep. Although side-channel attacks are out of this paper’s scope, extra protection mechanisms [24, 25] or data validation methods [47] could be implemented to reduce the effects from side-channel attacks.

8.2 Future Work

Training at the Edge. Although SecDeep focuses on deep learning inference at the edge, another direction SecDeep is targeting is secure training on the edge [48]. Given that sensors are increasingly deployed at the edge, models need to be updated frequently to improve accuracy.

Pruning the Model. To increase performance, future works can focus on optimizing deep learning models to adapt to the associated hardware, e.g., such as deep compression [17]. However, although the model size is reduced, such pruning does not solve the biggest constraints of running a secure deep learning inference framework on the edge—limited secure memory.

Autonomous confidential annotation. Ideally, developers would employ annotations for functions as confidential or nonconfidential from the start. However, as was done in this paper, we envision existing frameworks would have to be retroactively annotated. Future work can focus on autonomously or semi-autonomously annotating the code that requires access to plaintext tensor values as an analogous semi-autonomous solution used in Ct-Wasm [42]. Using this approach could significantly help reduce ML application developers’ efforts to adapt their design with SecDeep.

9 Related Work

In this section, we will discuss the related works of SecDeep.

Secure machine learning. Previous works have explored securing deep learning frameworks algorithmically when the machine learning models are offloaded to cloud environments. Occlumency [26] leverages Intel SGX to secure deep learning inferencing in cloud environments to preserve data privacy without trusting the cloud service provider. Similarly, Ohrimenko et al. [32] use trusted enclaves to collect sensitive data from distributed clients and run oblivious machine learning training processes. Slalom [40] uses Intel SGX by partially offloading linear layers of DNNs to untrusted CPUs to obtain high performance without sacrificing the data privacy. DeepEnclave [15] uses cloud-assisted SGX for inferencing to overcome the shortage of secure memory on the edge. Privado [39] uses Intel SGX to load different models into an enclave and defend the side-channel attack through access patterns. However, unlike SecDeep, the above works do not provide a secure path to use the available accelerators such as embedded GPUs for the inference. [8] uses privacy-preserving algorithms with assistance of ARM TrustZone to protect the access to the peripherals to achieve ML inferencing data privacy. However, unlike SecDeep, this work does not protect the inferencing data integrity. Although some prior works such as Graviton [41] and Yu et al. [45] design a secure path to GPU. However, their designs fail on mobile and IoT embedded GPU because it shares memories with CPU. Moreover, embedded GPUs are more resource constraint than desktop or cloud GPUs.

TrustZone applications on the edge. ARM TrustZone has been widely adopted in different designs to achieve the security requirement of an app or a system in the research field. Ginseng [46] uses secure registers to hide sensitive variables. However, it’s NP computation complexity is problematic for our design that has many sensitive variables. TZ-RKP [7] uses ARM TrustZone to monitor whether the OS is compromised. However, TZ-RKP is unable to protect the integrity of the applications running on the OS. Virtsense [29] split applications into sensitive code and insensitive code. PROTC [30], uses ARM TrustZone to sanitize drone control commands running inside the TEE. These approaches only trust the sensitive code and do not provide protections for the insensitive code. TrustShadow [16] runs an entire secure application inside a TEE, but is not feasible for the large DL models we are considering.

10 Conclusion

We propose the SecDeep DL model computation framework that securely uses available accelerators to provide performant on-device inference on mobile and IoT devices. SecDeep leverages the benefits of TEEs to achieve both high performance and a small TCB size with limited secure memory. We prototype SecDeep on a HiKey 960 development board using ARM TrustZone, and our experiments show that SecDeep can achieve up to 172x model inference acceleration while using only 16MB of secure memory and while minimizing the TCB by 92.4%.
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